Legacy Society Members

Legacy Members are listed alphabetically by last name.

**Mr. Anonymous**  
(This donor prefers anonymity until his gift is realized.)

**Mr. Samuel Crecelius**

**Mrs. Christine Harbeson**

**Dr. Henry William Hoge, DDS**

**Dr. Milton W. Roggenkamp, MD**

In true “Making Generosity Last Forever” fashion, the members listed above have included the CFCC in their Estate/Planned Giving and have notified the CFCC in writing. Some are giving a lot, and others are giving a percentage of their estate. Legacy Members can individualize a plan that works best for them, the things that matter most to them and their loved ones. If you have included the CFCC in your plans, or would like to discuss this, please let us know.

It would be our honor to assist you with Leaving YOUR Legacy.
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*Making Generosity Last Forever*